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Molecular dynamics simulation of the meniscus formation
between two surfaces
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The molecular dynamics computational method is used to simulate meniscus formation around an
asperity in a rough surface represented as a sinusoidal wave. Simulation results show that the
meniscus formation depends on the interaction potential between the solid wall and the liquid atoms.
For completely and partially dry substrates a meniscus cannot form around an asperity. For partially
and completely wetting substrates the asperity helps to adsorb the fluid atoms and form a meniscus.
These simulation results confirm that if the film thickness exceeds a critical value, the capillary
pressure contributes strongly to stiction. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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In ultrahigh recording density disk drives the head a
the disk are manufactured with very smooth surfaces~rough-
ness amplitude;1 nm! and a phenomenon called ‘‘stiction
is usually observed. Stiction refers to the high static fricti
force encountered at the start of operation.1 Stiction is also
encountered in microelectromechanical systems.2 Many re-
searchers have conducted experiments to study the ro
surface roughness, lubricant type, liquid film thickness, a
relative humidity on stiction on the head disk interfaces.3–5

In order to explain the stiction phenomenon two assumpti
are proposed. First, it is assumed that the meniscus f
causes a steep increase of the contacting load, thus ca
increased friction force. A kinetic meniscus model has be
proposed by Bhushan6 to predict the resting stiction forc
between slider and disk caused by the capillary press
This model, however, cannot be used to interpret the me
cus formation on an ultrathin~3–10 nm! film. In this case,
the continuous assumption is invalid. It is doubtful that t
fluid film can flow as freely as in the bulk state. Anoth
assumption is that it is the attractive forces between the
surfaces and between the surface and the film that caus
increase of the contacting load, thus causing increased
tion force. The second model can successfully explain
high friction coefficient but it cannot explain why stictio
forces are great enough to pull off the slider.1 The key prob-
lem rests on whether it is possible to form a meniscus aro
an asperity with an ultrathin film and on the length of tim
for such meniscus formation. This letter uses molecular
namics to simulate an ultrathin fluid film confined betwe
two surfaces in order to study the structure and dynamic
the thin film, observe the final film state, and ascertain
possibility of forming a meniscus around an asperity.

Using the Lennard-Jones interatomic potential for arg
atoms, the positions of the atoms and the interactive fo
between the atoms and the surfaces are calculated.
physical model used in the calculation is that of a thin fi
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confined between a smooth surface and a rough surfac
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The lower surface is not shown explicitl
but is assumed a stationary, smooth surface atz50 to save
computation time. The upper wall is thick enough to make
appear infinite to the fluid atoms. Its roughness is represe
as a sinusoidal wave surface@Fig. 1~a!#. The surface is de-
scribed as

H~x,y!5A sinS 2pn
x

Lx
D , ~1!

whereA,n are the wave amplitude and the wave number.Lx

is the simulation domain length along the x direction. T
Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential7 represents the interaction be
tween a particle of type A and a particle of type B:

VAB~r !54eABH S sAB

r D 12

2S sAB

r D 6J , ~2!

where subscriptsA,B (5s, f ) stand for ‘‘solid’’ or ‘‘fluid,’’
eAB and sAB represent the energy and length scale of
potential, andr denotes the distance between the two p
ticles. The lower surface atz50 acts on the fluid atom
through a summed LJ potential force. The fluid–solid int
active potential is

VD~z!5
2

3
prses fS ss f

s f f
D 12H 2

15S s f f

z D 9

2S s f f

ss f
D 6S s f f

z D 3J s f f
3 ,

~3!

wherez is the atom’sz axis coordinate.rs denotes the par-
ticle density of the lower surface andss f is the interactive
length scale between the solid atom and the fluid atom,ss f

50.941s f f . Its value is set as close to the mean ofsss and
s f f . Equation~3! is deduced from Eq.~2! by summing the
interactions of a single atom with an infinite smooth surfa

At the initial state the fluid atoms are arranged as a
tice with lattice constant 1.5s f f @Fig. 1~a!#. Periodic bound-
ary conditions are used along thex and y directions. The
cutoff radius forr , r c52.6s, is introduced to save compu
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Snapshot of meniscus formation at different time steps.~a! N5480 andI 50. ~b! N5480 andI 540 000.~c! N5480,I 580 000.~d! Density contour:
N5600 andI 580 000.
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tation time. All quantities with a star superscript are non
mensionalized by the corresponding fluid atom parame
s f f ,ef f ,mf . The molecules move according to Newton
second law. The velocity Verlet algorithm8 is used to solve
the equations of motion. The time step is set as 5 fs. The fl
atoms are kept at constant temperatureT599 K by rescaling
the atom velocities every 40 steps. After the initial 20 0
time steps, the positions and the velocities of the fluid ato
are recorded. The equilibrium state is reached after 80
time steps.

Figures 1~a!–~c! show the result for the time evolutio
of liquid meniscus formation. Figure 1~c! gives the final state
of the fluid atoms confined between a smooth and a ro
surface. During the meniscus formation the atoms at the

FIG. 2. Meniscus formation for a small number of atomsd* 53.618.
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of the fluid move to the asperity first and bridge the upp
rough wall with the substrate. When these fluid atoms mo
a vacancy appears. The neighboring fluid atoms at the to
the layer soon fill the vacancy. This moving and filling pr
cedure occurs during the whole formation process. Thro
the interaction between neighboring fluid atoms the aspe
attracts faraway fluid atoms that are located outside the
teraction range for the asperity. More and more fluid ato
move around the asperity until a meniscus is formed. Wh
the top layer of the fluid atoms is exhausted each underly
layer continues this procedure to provide atoms for the m
niscus formation. This process can even exhaust the fl
atoms far from the asperity. This differs from the fluid film
confined between two smooth surfaces, in which the fl
atoms will distribute over the substrate and the density n
the substrate is stable. Also, if the film thickness satisfies
critical condition the film will remain stable.9,10 When a
rough surface moves towards the thin film, as observed fr
Fig. 1, the fluid atoms will move to the asperity and t
thin-film stability is destroyed. This can be further proved
the following simulation. If the liquid film is too thin to
bridge the two walls at the initial state, such asN5200,
d* 55.618, whered* is the minimum distance between th
asperity and the substrate, the meniscus will not be form
In this case, the liquid atoms are adsorbed to the subs
and after 80 000 time steps no meniscus is found, and
film keeps stable. If the displacement between the two w
is decreased fromd* 55.618 tod* 53.618, a meniscus will
form after 80 000 time steps, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Once the meniscus is formed, the shape of the menis
remains stable, depending only on the interactive poten
between the solid wall and the liquid atoms. The menis
shape can be measured by the contact angle, which ca
obtained from a visual inspection of the two-dimension
density contour for the meniscus.7 Figure 1~d! gives such a
density contour. At different time steps after equilibrium t
contact angle remains constant. On the other hand, if
interactive potential between the solid wall and the fluid
oms is decreased from a partially wetting state to a parti
drying state, a meniscus cannot form ever for a large num
of atoms. The fluid film will distribute over the substrate,
shown in Fig. 3. The attractive force acting on the upp
solid wall by the fluid atoms depends on the interaction
tential between the wall and the fluid atoms. Figure 4 giv

FIG. 3. Fluid atoms confined between partially drying solid walls (« r

50.4).

FIG. 4. Attractive force between the fluid atoms and the upper solid w
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the nondimensional attractive force,Fs* , versus the interac-
tion potential parameter:

Fs* 5
F

R*
s f f

ef f
, ~4!

whereF,R* are the attractive force acted on the upper so
surface and the radius of meniscus, respectively. A menis
cannot form between« r50.1– 0.4, so the attractive forc
increases almost linearly with the interactive potential. B
tween « r50.4– 0.55 the attractive force gets a sharp
crease, which means more fluid atoms concentrate on
upper solid wall. With« r.0.55 and for a fixed number o
atoms the attractive force will increase slowly.

In conclusion, the formation procedure of a menisc
around an asperity has been simulated. The simulation
sults show that the meniscus formation only depends on
interaction potential between the solid wall and the fluid
oms. For a partially drying wall it is impossible to form
meniscus. For partially and for completely wetting walls t
initial separation between the solid wall and the fluid ato
will affect the formation time. The driving force to form
meniscus is the interaction force between the solid wall a
the fluid particles. Even for an ultrathin~1 nm! liquid film, a
meniscus can form around a partially or completely wett
asperity. Although the asperity does not directly act on
faraway fluid atoms, it indirectly attracts these atoms to fo
a meniscus through the interaction of neighboring fluid
oms. The formation time only depends on the interact
force and the initial space between the solid wall and
fluid atoms. Increasing the liquid film thickness induces
high attractive force after meniscus formation, causing a h
friction force.
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